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Daily Life During the Black Death - Joseph Patrick Byrne 2006
The book opens with an outline of the course of the pandemic, the causes and nature of bubonic plague,
and the recent revisionist views of what the Black Death really was. The author presents the phenomenon
of plague thematically by focusing on the places where people lived and worked: the home, the church and
cemetery, the village, the pest houses, the streets and roads. The book then investigates contemporary
theories of the causes of plague, doctors' futile attempts to treat victims, the authorities' vain attempts to
prevent the pestilence, and its social impact. The narrative includes vivid examples from across Europe
throughout the period, and presents the words of witnesses and victims themselves wherever possible.-From publisher description.
The Graves Are Walking - John Kelly 2012-08-21
Describes the Great Irish Potato Famine that began in 1845 and discusses how the combined forces of
bacterial infection, political greed and religious intolerance started a disaster that killed twice as many
people as died during the American Civil War. 35,000 first printing.
The Book of Unconformities - Hugh Raffles 2022-04-18
From the author of lnsectopedia, a powerful exploration of loss, grief, endurance, and the absences that
permeate the present. Unconformities are gaps in the geological record, physical evidence of breaks in
time. For Hugh Raffles, these holes in history are also fissures in feeling, knowledge, memory, and
understanding. In this endlessly inventive, riveting book, Raffles enters these gaps, drawing together
threads of geology, history, literature, philosophy, and ethnography to trace the intimate connections
between personal loss and world historical events, and to reveal the force of absence at the core of
contemporary life. Through deeply researched explorations of Neolithic stone circles, Icelandic lava, mica
from a Nazi concentration camp, petrified whale blubber in Svalbard, the marble prized by Manhattan's
Lenape, and a huge Greenlandic meteorite that arrived in New York City along with six Inuit adventurers in
1897, Raffles shows how unconformities unceasingly incite human imagination and investigation yet refuse
to conform, heal, or disappear. A journey across eons and continents, The Book of Unconformities is also a
journey through stone: this most solid, ancient, and enigmatic of materials, it turns out, is as lively,
capricious, willful, and indifferent as time itself.
The Great Mortality - John Kelly 2006
A compelling history of the Black Death that scoured Europe in the mid-14th century killing 25 million
people. It was one of the worst human disasters in history.
Eyam - David Paul 2012-03-15
A look in to the history behind the village of Eyam when the plague came killing the majority of the
population.
The Black Death in London - Barnie Sloane 2011-05-02
The Black Death of 1348–49 may have killed more than 50% of the European population. This book
examines the impact of this appalling disaster on England's most populous city, London. Using previously
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untapped documentary sources alongside archaeological evidence, a remarkably detailed picture emerges
of the arrival, duration and public response to this epidemic and subsequent fourteenth-century outbreaks.
Wills and civic and royal administration documents provide clear evidence of the speed and severity of the
plague, of how victims, many named, made preparations for their heirs and families, and of the immediate
social changes that the aftermath brought. The traditional story of the timing and arrival of the plague is
challenged and the mortality rate is revised up to 50%–60% in the first outbreak, with a population decline
of 40–45% across Edward III’s reign. Overall, The Black Death in London provides as detailed a story as it is
possible to tell of the impact of the plague on a major medieval English city.
The Third Horseman - William Rosen 2014-05-15
The incredible true story of how a cycle of rain, cold, disease, and warfare created the worst famine in
European history—years before the Black Death, from the author of Justinian's Flea and the forthcoming
Miracle Cure In May 1315, it started to rain. For the seven disastrous years that followed, Europeans would
be visited by a series of curses unseen since the third book of Exodus: floods, ice, failures of crops and
cattle, and epidemics not just of disease, but of pike, sword, and spear. All told, six million lives—one-eighth
of Europe’s total population—would be lost. With a category-defying knowledge of science and history,
William Rosen tells the stunning story of the oft-overlooked Great Famine with wit and drama and
demonstrates what it all means for today’s discussions of climate change.
The Black Death - John Hatcher 2010-12-30
How the people of a typical English village lived and died in the worst epidemic in history. The Black Death
remains the greatest disaster to befall humanity, killing about half the population of the planet in the 14th
century. John Hatcher recreates everyday medieval life in a parish in Suffolk, from which an exceptional
number of documents survive. This enables us to view events through the eyes of its residents, revealing in
unique detail what it was like to live and die in these terrifying times. With scrupulous attention to
historical accuracy, John Hatcher describes what the parishioners experienced, what they knew and what
they believed. His narrative is peopled with characters developed from the villagers named in the actual
town records and a series of dramatic scenes portray how contemporaries must have experienced the
momentous events.
The Last Book on the Left - Ben Kissel 2020
An equal parts haunting and hilarious deep-dive review of history's most notorious and cold-blooded serial
killers, from the creators of the award-winning Last Podcast on the Left
In the Wake of the Plague - Norman F. Cantor 2015-03-17
The Black Death was the fourteenth century's equivalent of a nuclear war. It wiped out one-third of
Europe's population, taking millions of lives. The author draws together the most recent scientific
discoveries and historical research to pierce the mist and tell the story of the Black Death as a gripping,
intimate narrative.
Plague - William G. Naphy 2004
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The definitive history of the greatest catastrophe in human history which wiped out fifty per cent of
Europe's population. The Black Death first hit Europe in 1347. This horrific disease ripped through towns,
villages and families.
The Black Death - Joseph Patrick Byrne 2004
An ideal introduction and guide to the greatest natural disaster to ever curse humanity, replete with
illustrations, biographical sketches, and primary documents. Presents medieval and modern perspectives of
this disturbing yet fascinating tragic historical episode.
The Crusades: A Very Short Introduction - Christopher Tyerman 2005-10-13
Crusading fervour gripped Europe for over 200 years, creating one of the most extraordinary, vivid
episodes in world history. Whether the Crusades are regarded as the most romantic of Christian
expeditions, or the last of the barbarian invasions, they have fascinated generations ever since, and their
legacy of ideas and imagery has resonated through the centuries, inspiring Hollywood movies and great
works of literature. Even today, to invoke the Crusades is to stir deep cultural myths, assumptions and
prejudices. Yet despite their powerful hold on our imaginations, our knowledge of them remains obscured
an distorted by time. Were the Crusaders motivated by spiritual rewards, or by greed? Were the Crusades
an experiment in European colonialism, or a manifestation of religious love? How were they organized and
founded? With customary flair and originality, Christopher Tyerman picks his way through the many
debates to present a clear and lively discussion of the Crusades; bringing together issues of colonialism,
cultural exchange, economic exploitation, and the relationship between past and present. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Saving Stalin - John Kelly 2020-10-06
During World War II, the Allied leaders banded together, forged a great victory--and created a new and
dangerous post-war world. In the summer of 1941, Harry Hopkins, Franklin Roosevelt's trusted advisor,
arrived in Moscow to assess whether the US should send aid to Russia as it had to Britain. Unofficially, he
was there to determine whether Josef Stalin--the man who had killed over six million Ukrainians during the
1930s--was worth saving. In this riveting and sweeping narrative, author John Kelly chronicles the turbulent
wartime relationship between the great leaders--Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin--and military commanders
of America, Britain, and the Soviet Union. Faced with the greatest challenge of the century, the Allied
leaders and their war managers struggled against a common enemy--and each other. The story behind how
victory was forged is an epic story, rich in drama, passion and larger-than-life personalities. The Allies
eventually triumphed, but at what cost? Using his trademark character-rich writing style and focusing on
unique, unknown, and unexplored aspects of the story, Kelly offers a fresh perspective on the decisionmaking that changed the course of the war--and the course of history. Saving Stalin brings to vivid life the
epic story of the century's greatest human catastrophe. It is an unforgettable master work in historical
narrative.
The Great Mortality - John Kelly 2005-02
Chronicles the Great Plague that devastated Asia and Europe in the fourteenth century, documenting the
experiences of people who lived during its height while describing the harrowing decline of moral
boundaries that also marked the period. 40,000 first printing.
The Black Death: a Turning Point in History? - William M. Bowsky 1971
The Great Mortality - John Kelly 2005-02
Chronicles the Great Plague that devastated Asia and Europe in the fourteenth century, documenting the
experiences of people who lived during its height while describing the harrowing decline of moral
boundaries that also marked the period. 40,000 first printing.
The Black Death - Hourly History 2016-02-16
Sweeping across the known world with unchecked devastation, the Black Death claimed between 75 million
and 200 million lives in four short years. In this engaging and well-researched book, the trajectory of the
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plague’s march west across Eurasia and the cause of the great pandemic is thoroughly explored. Inside you
will read about... ✓ What was the Black Death? ✓ A Short History of Pandemics ✓ Chronology & Trajectory ✓
Causes & Pathology ✓ Medieval Theories & Disease Control ✓ Black Death in Medieval Culture ✓
Consequences Fascinating insights into the medieval mind’s perception of the disease and examinations of
contemporary accounts give a complete picture of what the world’s most effective killer meant to medieval
society in particular and humanity in general.
The Great Believers - Rebecca Makkai 2018-06-19
PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST A NEW YORK TIMES TOP 10 BOOK OF
2018 LOS ANGELES TIMES BOOK PRIZE WINNER ALA CARNEGIE MEDAL WINNER THE STONEWALL
BOOK AWARD WINNER Soon to Be a Major Television Event, optioned by Amy Poehler “A page turner . . .
An absorbing and emotionally riveting story about what it’s like to live during times of crisis.” —The New
York Times Book Review A dazzling novel of friendship and redemption in the face of tragedy and loss set in
1980s Chicago and contemporary Paris In 1985, Yale Tishman, the development director for an art gallery
in Chicago, is about to pull off an amazing coup, bringing in an extraordinary collection of 1920s paintings
as a gift to the gallery. Yet as his career begins to flourish, the carnage of the AIDS epidemic grows around
him. One by one, his friends are dying and after his friend Nico’s funeral, the virus circles closer and closer
to Yale himself. Soon the only person he has left is Fiona, Nico’s little sister. Thirty years later, Fiona is in
Paris tracking down her estranged daughter who disappeared into a cult. While staying with an old friend,
a famous photographer who documented the Chicago crisis, she finds herself finally grappling with the
devastating ways AIDS affected her life and her relationship with her daughter. The two intertwining
stories take us through the heartbreak of the eighties and the chaos of the modern world, as both Yale and
Fiona struggle to find goodness in the midst of disaster. Named a Best Book of 2018 by The New York
Times Book Review, The Washington Post, NPR, San Francisco Chronicle, The Boston Globe, Entertainment
Weekly, Buzzfeed, The Seattle Times, Bustle, Newsday, AM New York, BookPage, St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
Lit Hub, Publishers Weekly, Kirkus Reviews, New York Public Library and Chicago Public Library
The Black Death - John Aberth 2020-10
"A higher education history book on the Black Death, giving not just a narrative account but also a
thorough examination of the latest forensic, historical, and DNA evidence to date"-The Black Death - Rosemay Horrox 1994-10-15
This book surveys contemporary responses to the Black Death. The sources illustrate the fear that spread
with the disease and the diverse ways that such terror influenced social behaviour.
The American Plague - Molly Caldwell Crosby 2007-09-04
In this account, a journalist traces the course of the infectious disease known as yellow fever, “vividly
[evoking] the Faulkner-meets-Dawn of the Dead horrors” (The New York Times Book Review) of this killer
virus. Over the course of history, yellow fever has paralyzed governments, halted commerce, quarantined
cities, moved the U.S. capital, and altered the outcome of wars. During a single summer in Memphis alone,
it cost more lives than the Chicago fire, the San Francisco earthquake, and the Johnstown flood combined.
In 1900, the U.S. sent three doctors to Cuba to discover how yellow fever was spread. There, they launched
one of history's most controversial human studies. Compelling and terrifying, The American Plague depicts
the story of yellow fever and its reign in this country—and in Africa, where even today it strikes thousands
every year. With “arresting tales of heroism,” (Publishers Weekly) it is a story as much about the nature of
human beings as it is about the nature of disease.
Never Surrender - John Kelly 2015-10-20
“WWII scholar John Kelly triumphs again” (Vanity Fair) in this remarkably vivid account of a key moment in
Western history: The critical six months in 1940 when Winston Churchill debated whether England should
fight Nazi Germany—and then decided to “never surrender.” London in April, 1940, is a place of great fear
and conflict. The Germans have taken Poland, France, Holland, Belgium, and Czechoslovakia. The Nazi war
machine now menaces Britain, even as America remains uncommitted to providing military aid. Should
Britain negotiate with Germany? The members of the War Cabinet bicker, yell, and are divided. Churchill,
leading the faction to fight, and Lord Halifax, cautioning that prudence is the way to survive, attempt to
usurp one another by any means possible. In Never Surrender, we feel we are alongside these complex and
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imperfect men, determining the fate of the British Empire, and perhaps, the world. Drawing on the War
Cabinet papers, other government documents, private diaries, newspaper accounts, and memoirs, historian
John Kelly tells the story of the summer of 1940. Kelly takes readers from the battlefield to Parliament, to
the government ministries, to the British high command, to the desperate Anglo-French conference in Paris
and London, to the American embassy in London, and to life with the ordinary Britons. We see Churchill
seize the historical moment and ultimately inspire his government, military, and people to fight. Kelly
brings to life one of the most heroic moments of the twentieth century and intimately portrays some of its
largest players—Churchill, Lord Halifax, Hitler, FDR, Joe Kennedy, and others. Never Surrender is a
fabulous, grand narrative of a crucial period in World War II and the men and women who shaped it. “For
lovers of minute-by-minute history, it’s a feast” (Huffington Post).
The Complete History of the Black Death - Ole Jørgen Benedictow 2021
Completely revised and updated for this new edition, Benedictow's acclaimed study remains the definitive
account of the Black Death and its impact on history. The first edition of The Black Death collected and
analysed the many local studies on the disease published in a variety of languages and examined a range of
scholarly papers. The medical and epidemiological characteristics of the disease, its geographical origin, its
spread across Asia Minor, the Middle East, North Africa and Europe, and the mortality in the countries and
regions for which there are satisfactory studies, are clearly presented and thoroughly discussed. The
pattern, pace and seasonality of spread revealed through close scrutiny of these studies exactly reflect
current medical work and standard studies on the epidemiology of bubonic plague. Benedictow's findings
made it clear that the true mortality rate was far higher than had been previously thought. In the light of
those findings, the discussion in the last part of the book showing the Black Death as a turning point in
history takes on a new significance. OLE J. BENEDICTOW is Professor of History at the University of Oslo.
The Great Mortality - John Kelly 2006-01-31
La moria grandissima began its terrible journey across the European and Asian continents in 1347, leaving
unimaginable devastation in its wake. Five years later, twenty-five million people were dead, felled by the
scourge that would come to be called the Black Death. The Great Mortality is the extraordinary epic
account of the worst natural disaster in European history -- a drama of courage, cowardice, misery,
madness, and sacrifice that brilliantly illuminates humankind's darkest days when an old world ended and a
new world was born.
The Family That Couldn't Sleep - D. T. Max 2007-09-11
For two hundred years a noble Venetian family has suffered from an inherited disease that strikes their
members in middle age, stealing their sleep, eating holes in their brains, and ending their lives in a matter
of months. In Papua New Guinea, a primitive tribe is nearly obliterated by a sickness whose chief symptom
is uncontrollable laughter. Across Europe, millions of sheep rub their fleeces raw before collapsing. In
England, cows attack their owners in the milking parlors, while in the American West, thousands of deer
starve to death in fields full of grass. What these strange conditions–including fatal familial insomnia, kuru,
scrapie, and mad cow disease–share is their cause: prions. Prions are ordinary proteins that sometimes go
wrong, resulting in neurological illnesses that are always fatal. Even more mysterious and frightening,
prions are almost impossible to destroy because they are not alive and have no DNA–and the diseases they
bring are now spreading around the world. In The Family That Couldn’t Sleep, essayist and journalist D. T.
Max tells the spellbinding story of the prion’s hidden past and deadly future. Through exclusive interviews
and original archival research, Max explains this story’s connection to human greed and ambition–from the
Prussian chemist Justus von Liebig, who made cattle meatier by feeding them the flesh of other cows, to
New Guinean natives whose custom of eating the brains of the dead nearly wiped them out. The biologists
who have investigated these afflictions are just as extraordinary–for example, Daniel Carleton Gajdusek, a
self-described “pedagogic pedophiliac pediatrician” who cracked kuru and won the Nobel Prize, and
another Nobel winner, Stanley Prusiner, a driven, feared self-promoter who identified the key protein that
revolutionized prion study. With remarkable precision, grace, and sympathy, Max–who himself suffers from
an inherited neurological illness–explores maladies that have tormented humanity for centuries and gives
reason to hope that someday cures will be found. And he eloquently demonstrates that in our relationship
to nature and these ailments, we have been our own worst enemy. Advance praise “The Family that
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Couldn’t Sleep is a riveting detective story that plumbs one of the deepest mysteries of biology. The story
takes the reader from the torments of an Italian family cursed with sleeplessness to the mad cows of
England (and, now, America), following an unlikely trail of misfolded proteins. D. T. Max unfolds his
absorbing narrative with rare grace and makes the science sing.” –Michael Pollan, author of The
Omnivore’s Dilemma and The Botany of Desire “Much has been written about prions and Mad Cow
Disease–nearly all of it is worthless. Thankfully, from the world of journalism comes D.T. Max to set things
right. Throw all those other “Mad Cow” books in the trash: This is the book to read about prions–or
whatever you want to call them. It’s a riveting tale, told by someone with a very special understanding,
derived in part from his own strange ailment. Find a cozy spot, clear your schedule and dive in.” – Laurie
Garrett, author of Betrayal of Trust and The Coming Plague “D. T. Max deftly unfolds the mysterious prion
in all its villainous guises. Although scientists do not fully understand these proteins–how they replicate and
wreak such havoc in their victims’ brains–The Family That Couldn’t Sleep reveals their historical, cultural,
and scientific place in our world. Prepare to be enlightened, entertained, and frightened.” –Katrina Firlik,
MD, author of Another Day in the Frontal Lobe “A great book. D.T. Max has drawn the curtain on a cabinet
of folly and malady that will stagger your imagination.” – Philip Weiss, author of American Taboo “D.T. Max
has combined the enthralling medical anthropology of Oliver Sacks with the gothic horror of Stephen King
to produce a medical detective story that is as intelligent as it is spooky. The villain of The Family That
Couldn’t Sleep is the prion, a tiny little protein that causes some of the most terrifying, brain-mangling,
creepy diseases known to man. Always fascinating–how could it not be, given that its characters include
cannibals, mad cows, madder sheep, a Nobel prize-winning pedophile, and, most poignantly, an Italian
family cursed by fatal insomnia?–Max’s book is also a gripping account of scientific discovery, and a
heartfelt meditation on what it means to be cursed with an incurable, and brutal, illness.” – David Plotz,
author of The Genius Factory
The Black Death - John Aberth 2005-03-02
A fascinating account of the phenomenon known as the Black Death, this volume offers a wealth of
documentary material focused on the initial outbreak of the plague that ravaged the world in the 14th
century. A comprehensive introduction that provides important background on the origins and spread of
the plague is followed by nearly 50 documents organized into topical sections that focus on the origin and
spread of the illness; the responses of medical practitioners; the societal and economic impact; religious
responses; the flagellant movement and attacks on Jews provoked by the plague; and the artistic response.
Each chapter has an introduction that summarizes the issues explored in the documents; headnotes to the
documents provide additional background material. The book contains documents from many countries including Muslim and Byzantine sources - to give students a variety of perspectives on this devastating
illness and its consequences. The volume also includes illustrations, a chronology of the Black Death, and
questions to consider.
A Distant Mirror - Barbara W. Tuchman 1987-07-12
A “marvelous history”* of medieval Europe, from the bubonic plague and the Papal Schism to the Hundred
Years’ War, by the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Guns of August *Lawrence Wright, author of The
End of October, in The Wall Street Journal The fourteenth century reflects two contradictory images: on the
one hand, a glittering age of crusades, cathedrals, and chivalry; on the other, a world plunged into chaos
and spiritual agony. In this revelatory work, Barbara W. Tuchman examines not only the great rhythms of
history but the grain and texture of domestic life: what childhood was like; what marriage meant; how
money, taxes, and war dominated the lives of serf, noble, and clergy alike. Granting her subjects their
loyalties, treacheries, and guilty passions, Tuchman re-creates the lives of proud cardinals, university
scholars, grocers and clerks, saints and mystics, lawyers and mercenaries, and, dominating all, the
knight—in all his valor and “furious follies,” a “terrible worm in an iron cocoon.” Praise for A Distant Mirror
“Beautifully written, careful and thorough in its scholarship . . . What Ms. Tuchman does superbly is to tell
how it was. . . . No one has ever done this better.”—The New York Review of Books “A beautiful,
extraordinary book . . . Tuchman at the top of her powers . . . She has done nothing finer.”—The Wall Street
Journal “Wise, witty, and wonderful . . . a great book, in a great historical tradition.”—Commentary
The Great Plague - A. Lloyd Moote 2006-09-22
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Underscoring the human dimensions of the epidemic, Lloyd and Dorothy Moote dramatically recast the
history of the Great Plague and offer a masterful portrait of a city and its inhabitants besieged by—and
defiantly resisting—unimaginable horror.
The Plague Year - Lawrence Wright 2021-06-08
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Looming Tower, and the pandemic novel The End of
October: an unprecedented, momentous account of Covid-19—its origins, its wide-ranging repercussions,
and the ongoing global fight to contain it "A book of panoramic breadth ... managing to surprise us about
even those episodes we … thought we knew well … [With] lively exchanges about spike proteins and
nonpharmaceutical interventions and disease waves, Wright’s storytelling dexterity makes all this come
alive.” —The New York Times Book Review From the fateful first moments of the outbreak in China to the
storming of the U.S. Capitol to the extraordinary vaccine rollout, Lawrence Wright’s The Plague Year tells
the story of Covid-19 in authoritative, galvanizing detail and with the full drama of events on both a global
and intimate scale, illuminating the medical, economic, political, and social ramifications of the pandemic.
Wright takes us inside the CDC, where a first round of faulty test kits lost America precious time . . . inside
the halls of the White House, where Deputy National Security Adviser Matthew Pottinger’s early alarm
about the virus was met with confounding and drastically costly skepticism . . . into a Covid ward in a
Charlottesville hospital, with an idealistic young woman doctor from the town of Little Africa, South
Carolina . . . into the precincts of prediction specialists at Goldman Sachs . . . into Broadway’s darkened
theaters and Austin’s struggling music venues . . . inside the human body, diving deep into the science of
how the virus and vaccines function—with an eye-opening detour into the history of vaccination and of the
modern anti-vaccination movement. And in this full accounting, Wright makes clear that the medical
professionals around the country who’ve risked their lives to fight the virus reveal and embody an America
in all its vulnerability, courage, and potential. In turns steely-eyed, sympathetic, infuriated, unexpectedly
comical, and always precise, Lawrence Wright is a formidable guide, slicing through the dense fog of
misinformation to give us a 360-degree portrait of the catastrophe we thought we knew.
Justinian's Flea - William Rosen 2007
Weaving together evolutionary microbiology, economics, military strategy, ecology, and ancient and
modern medicine, author Rosen tells of history's first pandemic--a plague seven centuries before the Black
Death that killed tens of millions, devastated th
No Time Like the Future - Michael J. Fox 2020-11-17
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A moving account of resilience, hope, fear and mortality, and
how these things resonate in our lives, by actor and advocate Michael J. Fox. The entire world knows
Michael J. Fox as Marty McFly, the teenage sidekick of Doc Brown in Back to the Future; as Alex P. Keaton
in Family Ties; as Mike Flaherty in Spin City; and through numerous other movie roles and guest
appearances on shows such as The Good Wife and Curb Your Enthusiasm. Diagnosed at age 29, Michael is
equally engaged in Parkinson’s advocacy work, raising global awareness of the disease and helping find a
cure through The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research, the world’s leading non-profit funder
of PD science. His two previous bestselling memoirs, Lucky Man and Always Looking Up, dealt with how he
came to terms with the illness, all the while exhibiting his iconic optimism. His new memoir reassesses this
outlook, as events in the past decade presented additional challenges. In No Time Like the Future: An
Optimist Considers Mortality, Michael shares personal stories and observations about illness and health,
aging, the strength of family and friends, and how our perceptions about time affect the way we approach
mortality. Thoughtful and moving, but with Fox’s trademark sense of humor, his book provides a vehicle for
reflection about our lives, our loves, and our losses. Running through the narrative is the drama of the
medical madness Fox recently experienced, that included his daily negotiations with the Parkinson’s
disease he’s had since 1991, and a spinal cord issue that necessitated immediate surgery. His challenge to
learn how to walk again, only to suffer a devastating fall, nearly caused him to ditch his trademark
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optimism and “get out of the lemonade business altogether.” Does he make it all of the way back? Read the
book.
Black Death - Stephen Porter 2018-09-15
The definitive history of the virulent and fatal plague outbreaks that wiped out half of London's populations
from the medieval Black Death of the 1340s to the Great Plagues of the seventeenth century.
Ebola: The Natural and Human History of a Deadly Virus - David Quammen 2014-10-20
“A frightening and fascinating masterpiece of science reporting that reads like a detective story.” —Walter
Isaacson In 1976 a deadly virus emerged from the Congo forest. As swiftly as it came, it disappeared,
leaving no trace. Over the four decades since, Ebola has emerged sporadically, each time to devastating
effect. It can kill up to 90 percent of its victims. In between these outbreaks, it is untraceable, hiding deep
in the jungle. The search is on to find Ebola’s elusive host animal. And until we find it, Ebola will continue
to strike. Acclaimed science writer and explorer David Quammen first came near the virus while he was
traveling in the jungles of Gabon, accompanied by local men whose village had been devastated by a recent
outbreak. Here he tells the story of Ebola—its past, present, and its unknowable future. Extracted from
Spillover by David Quammen, updated and with additional material.
The Black Plague: Dark History- Children's Medieval History Books - Baby Professor 2017-02-15
The Black Plague is depressing read but it’s something that’s forever embedded in history. It happened.
People died. Lessons learned and discoveries made. The last two points are what will make the Black
Plague an interesting reading. Be there to guide your child through the circumstances and end-results of
one of the most unfortunate events in history. Grab a copy today.
Doctoring the Black Death - John Aberth 2021-09-15
This engrossing book provides a comprehensive history of the medical response to the Black Death. John
Aberth has translated plague treatises that illustrate the human dimensions of the horrific scourge,
including doctors’ personal anecdotes as they desperately struggled to understand a deadly new disease.
The Black Death - Philip Ziegler 2009-04-07
A series of natural disasters in the Orient during the fourteenth century brought about the most devastating
period of death and destruction in European history. The epidemic killed one-third of Europe's people over
a period of three years, and the resulting social and economic upheaval was on a scale unparalleled in all of
recorded history. Synthesizing the records of contemporary chroniclers and the work of later historians,
Philip Ziegler offers a critically acclaimed overview of this crucial epoch in a single masterly volume. The
Black Death vividly and comprehensively brings to light the full horror of this uniquely catastrophic event
that hastened the disintegration of an age.
Wiped - Ronald H. Blumer 2013-05-26
Black & White Edition How did people clean their rear ends before the invention of paper? The ancient
Greeks used stones! Really! This rear-window view of the history of the world also details how the kings
and queens of England and France wiped their royal asses? Not like you and I. What does Judaism, Islam
and Buddhism have to say about this act? Surprisingly a lot. How did an ass-kisser -- that is, man who
actually kissed his patron's ass -- almost become Pope. Who is the real father of toilet paper? You won't find
the answer on the Internet. Why do most people in the world think that wiping with paper is disgusting? Is
there a better way? This is the first book to present a fully-documented history of the act that every human
being has done every day since the beginning of time.
The Black Death, 1346-1353 - Ole Jørgen Benedictow 2004
The best introduction to the terrible international impact of the Black Death.
Bubonic Plague - Barbara Krasner 2019-05-02
The bubonic plague is a disease spread by fleas that live on rats. Outbreaks of the disease killed millions of
people. Read this book to learn more about the history of this infectious disease.
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